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From the IAMIC President
Dear colleagues,
The International Association of Music Information Centres is a
unique platform with strong, annually increasing credit, created
and supported by activities of its members, which participate in
cooperation with partners around the world. All that strong
organizations are providing high professional information on
music of their countries as well as are playing the essential
creative and operative role in the music life in their communities
by active encouraging of musical events, fairs and adequate
funding for music in general, focused not only on music
professionals, but also on music lovers.
Immense progress was made in 2010 in IAMIC activities, which
are well presented on website and also other promotion channels. The Annual Meeting in Dublin
brought innovative inspirations for future strategies of promotion and documentation as well as new
projects, The Annual Conference focused on future of music in the digital spheres gave also
impulses for extensive discussions and results were documented in publications distributed to the
key international events and organizations. Also The Office Exchange Programme carried out its
mission successfully and to six colleagues gave the opportunity to acquire new skills in partner‟s
offices. Such an exchange of knowledge is very important and represents a good qualification for
future projects and partners‟ cooperation. Attention should be paid to the ISCM-IAMIC Award for
young composer at the ISCM World New Music Days Festival, which helps to create the international
awareness for new talents.
Consolidation of the IAMIC position and active participation at the international scene as well as
firming partnerships within the network itself, were possible considerably thanks to the financial
support from the EU and the Flanders Government.
Over the years obtained credit of IAMIC and possibilities of perspective international cooperation at
highest standard make us proud of our strong organization and encourages us to seek and find new
ways for continual improvement and ideas to strengthen one of the leading international networks
at all.
Oľga Smetanová
President of IAMIC
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IAMIC Board & Office
IAMIC board as of June 2010
Oľga Smetanová

President

Music Centre Slovakia, Slovakia

Elisabeth Bihl

Vice-President

Canadian Music Centre, Canada

Paul Gompes

Treasurer

Music Center the Netherlands, the

Stef Coninx

Secretary

Flanders Music Centre, Belgium

Stina Westerberg

Board Member

Svensk Musik, Sweden

Mieczyslaw Kominek

Board Member

Polish Music Information Centre, Poland

Inara Jakubone

Board Member

Latvian Music Information Centre, Latvia

Netherlands

(since September 2010)

Office Management
Marija Kljajic

Office Manager

January - March

Evelyne Lauwers

Office Manager

April – December
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Internal Communication and Activities
Winter meeting
22nd January, Nice, France
Since January 2005 IAMIC has held this meeting. Since many directors and staff of Music Information
Centers travel to the MIDEM in Cannes, the IAMIC meeting is held just prior, in Nice.
This years Winter Meeting took place on 22nd of January and 21 member representatives used the
opportunity to meet their colleagues in Nice, just prior the MIDEM.
Focus was on the IAMIC cooperation with other international networks. Representatives of the
European Jazz Network - EJN, International Music Council – IMC and International Society for
Contemporary Music – ISCM were invited to present their activities and to identify the common
future challenges and benefits of more intensive and structured collaboration. In order to achieve
more effectiveness we have to provide a better flow of information between our networks,
collaborate on how to position the importance of creative music and work together on sort like
activities and programs.
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General Assembly, Annual Meeting and Annual Conference
9th – 12th June, Dublin, Ireland
The Contemporary Music Centre Ireland had the
honor to host the 2010 IAMIC General Assembly,
Annual Meeting and Annual Conference: Future
of Music in the Digital World.
The annual meeting & general assembly are the
most important place of networking and meeting
within our network. This edition was 3 days and 1
day conference open to the public.
During the general assembly – for directors - we
had also special parallel sessions for staff
members.
Staff member discussion subjects were; How well
do we know each other? How relevant are MIC‟s
today?; The living MIC – 20 new ideas for
promoting your resources.
At

the

annual

meeting

we

had

different

discussion subjects: Web 2.0 A survival guide for
MIC‟s, benefits, pitfalls and issues; Leadership in
tough times; IAMIC future projects; How to
create our own Unique Selling Point?; IAMIC
members projects; Successes and failures, case
studies from MIC‟s.
The Annual Conference: Future of Music in the
Digital World was a one day conference with high
quality sessions from international speakers;
Andrew Dubber, Keith Donald, Gerd Leonhard, Mícheál Ó Súilleabháin and Bill Whelan. A vivid
discussion about the subject took place and continued, with no less interest and intensity, in online
blogs hosted by CMC and The Irish Times journalist Jim O‟Carroll. On Twitter, in the week following
the conference, tweets about the conference had reached almost 25.000 people. The objectives of
the conference really succeeded. (Annex 1, Annex 2)
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IAMIC Jazz Concert
10th June, Dublin, Ireland
To promote different genres with our network, this years conference hosted a jazz concert during
the Annual Conference. We enjoyed a high quality concert by the Irish Jazz group: Métier. Many
journalists attended and created a good media covering. Recordings of the concert were also
included on the conference proceedings DVD which was spread widely.
Métier was formed in 2007 and is Ireland‟s first
Jazz Ensemble in Residence. Supported by Dún
Laoghaire-Rathdown County Council. Under the
artistic directorship of Ronan Guilfoyle, one of
Ireland‟s leading jazz musicians and composers,
Métier is a group bristling with creative energy,
both in improvisation and composition.
Its repertoire is comprised exclusively of pieces
composed by the various members of the
ensemble. (Annex 1)

Board meeting in Warsaw
22nd & 23rd September, Warsaw, Poland
In 2010 IAMIC had six telephone conferences and
one exceptional physical board meeting in Warsaw,
apart from the annual meeting in Dublin and the
winter meeting in Nice. The IAMIC board members
were invited to ArtMusFair 2010 taking place during
the Warsaw Autumn Festival. The board used the
opportunity to held a meeting and discuss the most
opportune and important issues. Besides taking
part in discussions at the fair and being inspired by
concerts at the festival.
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Open Office Program
The Open Office Program, whereby IAMIC members have the ability to visit their international
colleagues and use their office when being on exchange or meeting in another country, plays an
important role in keeping dynamic exchange and direct contact between the members.
In 2010 a staff member of the American Music Centre was on the road to Amsterdam for the
Training on Digitization and Web Publishing and was staying some days in Brussels. Hereby he visited
the IAMIC office and the Flemish Music Centre offered him a desk to continue his work, and have an
interesting exchange meeting with the Flemish staff members.
When the IAMIC office manager was in Amsterdam and Stockholm, she could use a desk at both
MIC‟s and continue the work, as she also got an introduction about how both MIC‟s are organized.
Julie Sperring, director of SOUNZ (New Zealand), visited the Australian Music Centre in April and
used their facilities follow up her work.
John Davis, director of the Australian Music Centre and Olga Smetanová, director of the Slovakian
Music Centre and president of IAMIC were in London for general discussions and visited our British
member Sound and Music.
Stef Coninx, director of the Flanders Music Centre went to Paris to meet the Flemish Representative
for the celebration of the Flemish Holiday in Paris. By this he used the opportunity to follow up his
work from the CDMC-office in Paris.

IAMIC Office Exchange Program
The Office Exchange Program gives the opportunity to members to experience other working
realities and environments, from the first hand, through practical learning experience. Members will
acquire new skills and knowledge and build up sustainable partnerships through participative
observation.
In 2008 IAMIC started the first Exchange
Programme, whereby an employee of a MIC has
been offered the chance to do a work
placement with foreign MIC colleagues. This
gave IAMIC the opportunity to involve staff
members and to make them familiar with the
expertise of other staff members. Apart from
being

a

challenging

experience

for

the

employees themselves, this also advances the
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workings of IAMIC by encouraging the internal communication and the involvement in IAMIC
activities on the shop floor.
Six staff members were selected to participate
in the exchange.
Selected host organizations:
American Music Centre
Canadian Music Centre
Finnish Music Centre
Music Centre the Netherlands
German Music Information Centre
Selected sending organizations:
Canadian Music Centre
Slovenian Music Information Centre
American Music Centre
Polish Music Information Centre
French Contemporary Music Centre
Swedish Music Centre

All exchanges took place between September and 31 st December 2010. Duration of the exchange
was minimum 5 and maximum 10 days (excluding travel days). Evaluation and final reports of hosts
and participants are available and will be used to improve new exchanges.
Some impressions:
'From our perspective the exchange was very successful. When preparing the program we had to
articulate our operations to ourselves as well, also the interaction with the participants offered us
the chance to examine our on practices and to write out things that we sometimes forget as they
are so self-evident.'
Host organization: Finnish Music Information Centre - FIMIC (participants Barbara Svrljuga Slovenia & Jason Van Eyk - Canada)
'I would recommend others to do it because all music information centers all around the world,
work with the same thing and by learning from each other we don't have to invent the wheel every
time.'
Ulf Juliusson, Swedish MIC (participant to Canada)
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„Differences between the CDMC and the MCN are notable. But in a music world where more and
more projects tend to be international and online, and where structures are confronted to similar
crisis problems, the solutions provided by the MCN were inspiring for my part.‟
Guillaume Cordier CDMC France (participant to MCN the Netherlands)
'I am extremely satisfied with my visit to Germany. It was a wonderful opportunity to get first hand
knowledge of an extremely vibrant contemporary music scene and to meet with many people who
are instrumental in making that scene a reality. It was really fascinating and inspirational to learn
how the German Music Information Centre and the rest of the Musikrat operates, which is extremely
different from the American Music Center and other US-based organizations.'
Frank J. Oteri, American Music Centre (participant to Germany)
(Annex 3)

Training on digitization and web publishing
In

September

8

staff

members

met

in

Amsterdam for the training on digitization and
web publishing and a brainstorm about possible
future projects. The objective of this training
was building up a IAMIC skills bank, exchange
of knowledge and expertise on the specific
work and tasks of a MIC-staff member. This
meeting was very productive and instructive.
Everybody shared his experiences on specific
topics. A large part of the time was used for
implementing networking activities on the web and digital world, as well on future projects.

Membership Development
The IAMIC membership development project aims to embrace all countries, regions and forms of
music at a European and international level.
Priorities in this project are: 1. Increase the territories IAMIC covers, 2. Expand the forms of music
IAMIC covers, 3. Draw in new, active members, 4. Engage with and energise inactive members, 5.
Maximise membership income.
This research project commenced in November 2011 with a meeting in Stockholm between Stina
Westerberg, IAMIC board, Evelyne Lauwers, IAMIC office manager, and Eve O‟Kelly to discuss
objectives and methods. The work was carried out by Eve in November, December and January
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2011, reporting to the IAMIC board at the 2011 Winter Meeting in Nice on 20/21 January 2011.
Following that, further work was carried out from February 2011 onwards, opening up new contacts
and developing relationships with existing contacts. A particular aim of the work is to have
representatives of potential members from „new‟ countries attend the next IAMIC conference in
Warsaw in September 2011.
The research was carried out for the most part on the Internet and contacts were made via email.
For the purposes of giving concise information on IAMIC, a onepage document was drawn up as a
PDF, summarising the benefits and conditions of IAMIC membership (see Appendix), and sent with
all initial email contacts. Membership information on the IAMIC web site was also revised.
The development was organised in different action phases:
Identify and target countries with no MIC at present; European Union, countries not yet
represented, EU Accession countries, International: Russia, South America and Asia. And engage
with and energise inactive or less active members.
European Union countries not represented in IAMIC:
Romania, Malta, Bulgaria
Romania: Positive contact established with Prof Dan Dediu, Rector of the Music University.
European Union Accession countries:
Turkey, Macedonia, Albania, Montenegro
Turkey: Promising contacts in Borusan Culture and Art Foundation.
International:
Mexico, South America, Russia & Asia
Mexico: Positive contact at Centro Mexicano para la Música y las Artes Sonoras.
Venezuela: some positive contacts, to follow up in March 2011 after summer holidays.
Argentina: positive contacts with several composers, to follow up in March 2011 after summer
holidays.
Russia: positive contact with St Petersburg Contemporary Music Centre - reMusik.org
China/Hong Kong: positive contact with Hong Kong Composers Guild
Promising contacts in Chile, Vietnam, South Korea, Japan, Ukraine and South Africa.
(Annex 4)
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Virtual „Composer in Residence‟ Programme
Redefining the concept of a composer in residence for the digital age. Providing a platform for the
composers to promote their music and get in contact with users of IAMIC and its members websites.
Create a greater visibility for IAMIC and contemporary composers. This was a really great project
but hard to implement. Not all composers are confident to write and communicate in English, or
they are not used with the short writing style for
websites and blogs.
We had six composers taking part in this project:
John McLachlan (Ireland) and Lucien Posman (Belgium)
Jack Body (New Zealand) and Katherina Klement (Austria)
Robert Davidson (Australia) and Jose Evangelista (Canada)

(Annex 5 – Annex 6 – Annex 7))

ISCM-IAMIC Award
The award was inaugurated in 2002 and is presented each year to a selected composer under 35
whose work is featured in the annual ISCM World New Music Days Festival. The 2010 award consists
of a special commission of €2000 to write a new work to be premiered at an international event in
2011.
This year‟s festival included 43 eligible works, and the judges
were present at each of the performances. They also had
access to scores and recordings of the works for further study.
The Award was judged by a distinguished panel of international
delegates appointed by the ISCM. The panel consisted of
musicologist Andreas Engström (Sweden), and composers
Stephen Lias (USA), Emilio Mendoza (Venezuela), Young-Eun
Paik (Korea) and Peter Swinnen (Belgium).
The announcement and prize presentation took place during a
concert of the 2010 World New Music Days on Saturday 8 May
2010 at the Campbelltown Arts Centre, Australia.
The winner of the ISCM-IAMIC Young Composer Award 2010 is Katia Beaugeais (Australia) for the
work Sound Box (2008) for soprano saxophone.
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The judges commented: „This work demonstrates an imaginative and idiomatic use of the soprano
saxophone. The musical landscape of the piece transcends the limitations of the instrument, and
her technical expertise bodes well for future works.‟
This result is exactly the way that we see the prize as a development of contemporary music to
promote young talents and foster innovation and creativity.

Sound of Sea & Music2dayforall
The Sound of Sea project was planned as workshops for artists of the Mediterranean and a
formulation of the needs of the artists in this region. Construction of an internet portal as a longterm and sustainable interactive element for the Mediterranean music scene and finding new
partnerships in North Africa.
Music2dayforall was planned to be a YouTube channel for new music. An interaction between young
composers and young orchestras. Offering European audiences broad access to new music, works
from different European countries and reach a broad a new audience by creating a web platform.
While starting both of this projects we found out that we first need more exact information about
the online presence of artists and composers. How they use the internet for their work and how this
can be improved. For this we worked together with the University of Applied Sciences, Kufstein to
set up a well formulated questionnaire. We made translations on this questionnaire into Welsh,
Greek, Dutch, German, Arab, Italian, Slovene, Slovak, French and Portuguese. The questionnaire
has been spread amongst our members who, on their part also spread it to all their contacts in
order to reach a large amount of composers/artists.
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International relations and partnerships
IAMIC has a wide network of contacts within other international networks. IAMIC is therefore a
bridge where its members have access to those networks and vice versa. The long term cooperative
relationships between IAMIC and these other networks have developed trough the long existence of
the IAMIC network and many networking activities. MIC‟s are high-level influential bodies and have
excellent relations within the artistic life of their country. Via IAMIC they share those contacts also
with their international colleagues. High level information can be shared quickly trough all
networks.
IAMIC is a member of European Music Council/International Music Council (EMC-IMC) and Culture
Action Europe. Trough different members IAMIC is related to ISCM, IAML, EMC-IMC, EMO, EJN, IMCMCA (Australia) and ECPNM.

European Music Council / International Music Council, EMC -IMC
The International Music Council is stated by the UNESCO as
their advisory body on musical matters.

The European

Music Council is the European network of networks for
music, with a membership of national music councils as well
as local, national and international music organisations that
are based in Europe. In line with the International Music
Council‟s principles, the EMC‟s strategies and actions honour human and cultural rights. In situations
where musical integrity and commercial gain are in conflict, the EMC gives priority to musical
integrity. The EMC strongly supports youth participation in decision-making processes.
Stef Coninx, IAMIC Secretary served as Treasurer at the EMC Board, which led to the connection of a
better and in depth cooperation and information flow between both networks.

Culture Action Europe
Culture Action Europe is an advocacy and lobby organisation
promoting arts and culture as a building block of the
European project. Their aim is to influence European
policies for more and better access to culture across the
continent and beyond. Trough this membership IAMIC
receives accurate information about the European Union
and European projects.
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International Society for Contemporary Music, ISCM
The International Society for Contemporary Music (ISCM) is
an important international network of members from
around fifty countries, devoted to the promotion and
presentation of contemporary music - the music of our
time.
At the winter meeting in Nice the board of IAMIC and ISCM had a common meeting to talk about
their activities and identify common future challenges and benefits and come to a more structured
collaboration.
Each year, ISCM presents the World Music Days Festival , hosted by one of their members, which
provides a feast of contemporary music across a broad range of contemporary practice. During this
international new music event the ISCM-IAMIC award was presented.
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Representation & visibility
IAMIC represents an important voice of the contemporary music scene. It takes a part in the
dialogue about the fundamental role of the arts and culture in the society. It gives a strategic
advantage to the national music sector through information on European and international
legislation, information on other international networks, invitations to professional conferences and
concrete music projects.
Being represented at different fairs, festivals and conferences is important for the visibility of IAMIC
and its members all around. In 2010 IAMIC had the opportunity to attend several music fairs. Other
sources of visibility are the website with a very visible news section, a brochure with an overview of
all members, adverts in different magazines, a Facebook page and conference proceedings.

EMC - European Forum on Music
15th – 18th April, Vienna, Austria
At the EMC Annual Meeting and Forum on Music in Vienna, Austria Stef Coninx chaired the session
about „Musical Diversity in the Digital Environment‟ in his position as IAMIC Secretary. The theme
and title of the European Forum on Music was „Musical Diversity, Looking back, looking forward‟. A
subject which is actual for IAMIC too.
(Annex 8)

ISCM World Music Days
30th April – 9th May, Sidney, Australia
Several IAMIC board members attended the ISCM general assembly held in the framework of the
World Music Days, annual festival from series of contemporary music concerts. The attendance of
IAMIC was extra visible by the hand out of the ISCM-IAMIC Award.

EU Culture Programme Info Day
17th May, Brussels, Belgium
The info day with detailed information about the Programme and advice and tips for a strong
proposal, was organized by the European Commission – DG Education and Culture. The IAMIC office
manager attended this Info Day and the information was disseminated among the members.
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Gaudeamus Music Week
6th – 12th September , Amsterdam, the Netherlands
The annual International Gaudeamus Music Week focuses on music by young composers. This year
several IAMIC delegates could attended the concerts. The Training on digitization and web
publishing took place during the daytime of this festival. IAMIC adverted in the programme booklet.
(Annex 9)

ARTMUSFAIR 2010: Meet the challenges of the 21st Century Music
22nd – 25th September, Warsaw, Poland
The IAMIC board had a meeting in Warsaw and
attended this fair during the Warsaw Autumn
Festival. IAMIC had also the opportunity to host
a well visited stand with information brochures
from

all

members.

By

this

different

international actors in the contemporary music
field got in touch with IAMIC and its members.
(Annex 10)

EJN - General Assembly
24th – 26th September, Istanbul, Turkey
Paul Gompes represented IAMIC at the General Assembly of the European Jazz Network – EJN in
Istanbul, Turkey.
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Womex
27th – 31st October, Copenhagen, Denmark
WOMEX is a World Music Expo, the most
important international professional market of
world music of every kind. This international
fair brings together professionals from the
worlds of folk, roots, ethnic and traditional
music

and

also

includes

concerts

and

conferences. It contributes to networking as an
effective means of promoting music and
culture of all kinds across frontiers.
Since IAMIC is establishing its all genres profile,
it is important to attend different genres fairs.
Nine IAMIC members had a stand at WOMEX;
IAMIC organized a drink together with the
Flanders music Centre were all staff members
could get in touch with each other. This was
really successful. The new flyer was spread
widely here.

Staten Generaal van de Klassieke muziek
29th November, Antwerp, Belgium
Staten Generaal is the annual gathering of the Flanders music society, organized by Flanders Music
Center. IAMIC had a promotional stand with the banner and flyers.

Website
In September 2010 the Development Committee took the decision to develop a new web site to
present the network internationally and build a greater digital presence for the Association. Most of
the practical work, eg. writing texts and set-up a new structure, are ready, the lay-out and
practical work will be carried out in 2011.

Newsletter
Promoting contemporary music and activities of IAMIC and its members, providing information on
issues/news/projects, visibility to IAMIC and its members. The news items were posted on the front
page of the IAMIC website, so it has an ultimate visibility on our site. Members where able to post
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items themselves or ask the Office Manager to post the news items in their place. Reminders both
to post and read the news items on the site where send out frequently.
RSS is also available to get more frequent updates about the IAMIC news-blog content.

The IAMIC Network
The Network is comprised of 28 member organizations within Europe. On the European level, the
work of music information centers supports 45,000 composers, brings new compositions to 3,5
million audience members annually, reaches 160.000 website readers, the attention of 15.000 not
for profit partners and 20.000 commercial partners and reaches the general public via the reports of
5,000 members of the press who work in regular collaboration with music information centers in
Europe.
Individual members do promote IAMIC in different ways, for example when visiting national or
international events.

IAMIC Facebook Group
By creating its own official Facebook Group, IAMIC became a part of the worlds largest and the
fastest growing social network. IAMIC welcomes all Facebook members to join the group!

Promotional Brochures and Adverts
A IAMIC promotional flyer was produced. On this all
members and their websites are listed as well as a
very short introduction to IAMIC. This flyer was
distributed on numerous international and national
events and by all members.
IAMIC had several adverts in well-known music
magazines and newsletters.
(Annex 11)
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Members
IAMIC Members in 2010
Australia

Australian Music Centre

Austria

Music Information Centre Austria - mica

Belgium

Flanders Music Centre

Belgium

CeBeDem

Belgium

Matrix

Brazil

Centro de Documentacao de Musica Contemporanea

Canada

Canadian Music Centre

Croatia

Croatian Music Information Centre KDZ

Czech Republic

Czech Music Information Centre

Cyprus

Cyprus Music Information Centre

Denmark

Kunststyrelsen - Danish Arts Agency

Great Britain

Sound and Music - British Music Information Centre

Estonia

Estonian Music Information Centre

Finland

FIMIC - Finnish Music Information Centre

France

Centre de Documentation de la Musique Contemporaine

Germany

German Music Information Centre

Greece

Greek Music Information Centre

Hungary

BMC - Hungarian Music Information Centre

Iceland

Iceland Music Information Centre

Ireland

Contemporary Music Centre Ireland

Israel

Israel Music Information Centre

Italy

CIDIM – Italian National Music Council

Latvia

Latvian Music Information Centre

Lithuania

Lithuanian Music Information and Publishing Centre

Luxembourg

Luxembourg Music Information Centre

Netherlands

MCN - Music Centre the Netherlands

New Zealand

Centre for New Zealand Music SOUNZ

Norway

Music Information Centre Norway

Poland

POLMIC - Polish Music Information Centre

Portugal

Miso Music Portugal

Great Britain/ Scotland

Scottish Music Centre

Slovakia

Music Centre Slovakia

Slovenia

SIGIC - Slovene Music Information Centre Society

South Africa

Music Communication Centre of Southern Africa - MCCOSA
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Sweden

Svensk Musik

Switzerland

Foundation SUISA pour la Musique

United States

American Music Center

Great Britain /Wales

Ty Cerdd - Welsh Music Information Centre

“Old – new” members
In 2010 our Japanese member closed down and we didn‟t get any response from Georgia so we
didn‟t see them as an actual member in 2010. In the membership development project, we are
searching for new members in these countries.
The Cyprus Music Information Centre had been existed for 2 years now and the General Assembly
decided that they could become a member of IAMIC by now.

Potential members
Trough the Membership Development we are building on new contacts and searching for new
possible members in regions where we don‟t have members at this moment, both European as
international.
By doing this we‟ve had positive contacts in Romania, Ukraina, Turkey, Mexico, Venezuela, Chile,
Argentina, Russia, China/HongKong and Vietnam. All interested candidates are invited to attend the
General Assembly in Warsaw (September 2011)
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Support
Grants and funding
Without the financial support of the European Commission and the Flemish Government, IAMIC
would not have been able to operate throughout 2010. IAMIC receives administrative grants
supporting general decision making structures and bodies as well as the office, including the day-today needs of the organization.

In 2010 we received the following grants
The Flemish Government, Ministry of Culture, Youth, Sport and
Media: “International initiatives within the framework of the art
decree”
Funded with the support from the European Commission: Operating
Grant from the Education, Audiovisual and Culture Executive Agency
from the European Commission.

Human support
Members
Engagement of its members keeps IAMIC alive. IAMIC was specially supported by the Flanders Music
Centre, where IAMIC holds its office. Support has been received in terms of ICT, advices and help.

Committees
IAMIC members have the ability to contribute a little extra to the network with taking part in a
committee. In 2010 The committees for all genres and communication merged into 1 committee
with communication and projects as their task. They were working on the development of the
website and communication strategy. The conference committee helped the local MIC with
programming the conference in Dublin and is working on the programme of the 2011 conference in
Warsaw, Poland. This voluntary work is very valuable for a network as IAMIC!
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Report from the treasurer 2010
Abstract of IAMIC‟s income 2010
Profits

2010

Registration fees

12.435,00

Recovery foreign costs

29.609,31

Membership fees

21.930,00

Project contributions

1.669,74

Subsidy Flemish Community

20.000,00

Grant European Commission

44.772,00

Financial income

381,11

Other operating income

240,18

Total profits:

131.037,34

Abstract of IAMIC‟s costs 2010
Charges

2010

Services and other goods

104.834,97

Salaries and social securities

27.162,59

Other operation charges

159,51

Financial charges

269,02

Exceptional charges
Total charges:

0,00
132.426,09

Results 2010
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Result

2010

Profits

131.037,34

Charges

132.426,09

Result for the book year 2010:

-1.388,75
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Annexes
The following annexes are included:

1.

Conference Proceedings (book + DVD)

2.

Annual Meeting – Annual Conference – Jazz Concert:
a. Article in Gig Magazine
b. Article in Classical Music
c. Conference reviews on the internet
d. In Ty Cerdd – Music Centre Wales Newsletter
e. Funding and sponsors

3.

About IAMIC Office Exchange Programme

4.

Brochure Membership Development

5.

About Composers in Virtual Residence Programme

6.

Letters Composers in Virtual Residence

7.

In IMZ Newsletter: Composers in Virtual Residence

8.

European Forum on Music – Programme

9.

Advert in Gaudeamus Program Book

10.

ArtMusFair flyers

11.

IAMIC flyer
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